All Pest Solutions
FIVE STAR REVIEWS

Christie Sherk

Meghan Wolslegel

1 review

1 review

Great customer service! Wendell came to my house and
explained the process thoroughly before, during and after.
Keep up the great work! Will continue to use them for all
pest needs.

Sam with All Pest Solutions is amazing! He took care of
our wildlife part of our home making sure no rodents and
bugs get in our home and we deﬁnitely feel safer knowing
that nothing can get in! Thank you Sam and All Pest
Solutions!!!

Tammy Younger

Rhonda Hampton

1 review

3 reviews

Have dealt with a lot of pest companies over the years but
none to even come close to this one. Gilberto is
absolutely awesome. Friendly, easy going and knows what
he is doing. He is always punctual, and ready to start by
the appointment time. Can’t say enough about his service
and the results we get. Gilberto should get a big
ATTABOY! He represents the company so well!!

Taylor Frank
8 reviews
I called AllPest because I noticed some rodent droppings
in my garage. They were very booked up, but were able to
get me on the schedule the next day with a rep coming
after hours even to meet my irregular schedule. Their
technician Sam G. showed up on time and was very
professional and kind. Observed the house and diagnosed
the issue. He was very knowledgeable and considerate to
my family's needs. They did the work the following week,
sealing off the various exposed areas of my garage and
roof. He placed traps throughout the garage and attic and
came back often to inspect the traps. What we thought
were rats or mice ended up being something bigger as the
traps were tripped, but nothing but a talon remained. Sam
believed it was a squirrel and went back to his oﬃce,
retrieved a larger trap, and set it up - we successfully
caught it and we let it go outside. Sam could have said,
"we caught your problem, we are done.", but instead he
reset the trap and kept coming to check on it routinely
throughout the following weeks. I really appreciate his
hard work and effort to making my problem a priority to
him. I know exactly who I will call for any and all pest
issues - Sam at AllPest.

Jennifer McCurdy

In my past four years of managing Country Friends
Veterinary Clinic, I have worked with Jeff from All Pest. I
used to manage a pest company and know the business
well- so imagine always having an amazing experiencewhich I have! Jeff (0707158) is friendly, reliable, gracious,
and works hard. With people and pets in the yard we can't
have ant hills cropping up and we don't... NOT ONE in my
four years! As pesky as paper wasps and spiders can be...
we just don't have any problems. It's so great knowing that
Jeff cares about our concerns and makes sure that we are
never bothered by pests and we are so grateful!!!! (and our
rate has stayed the same, too. Can't beat it! :D

Rita Ferris
9 reviews
I called ALL PEST SOLUTIONS to come help us with some
issues with some type of insect ﬂying around our front
yard. They came right out and Jeff was very
knowledgeable! He sprayed the front and back and we
noticed a difference instantly! He was very professional
and on time. He called that morning and then when he was
30 minutes away! We loved the service he gave us! I
would recommend this company and will use them in the
future. Mike and Rita Ferris/Rockwall, Texas

Cx O
Local Guide · 45 reviews
Great company, I have had them take care of my pest
control needs for over 10 years. Their rodent exclusion
system is top notch. I have peace of mind that there will be
no animals chewing on electrical wires in my attic.

Todd Estes

8 reviews

6 reviews

We called All Pest Solutions based on the positive reviews,
and we are so glad we did! We had a rat problem in our
attic, and Sam came to take care of it. He is thorough, hard
working, kind, and takes pride in his work. Give them a call;
you will be taken care of by true professionals.

Kate Weuve

Jacob and his team did a great job! I had squirrels in my
attic and Jacob found 10 openings that required covering.
These were on a steep roof to boot and he made custom
metal ﬂashing caps and painted them to match the house.
Great job and I highly recommend you give Jacob and All
Pest a call. Todd Estes

Maegan Lunte

2 reviews

Local Guide · 8 reviews

We love Jeff! He always does such a great job. He is
always on time, and keeps us updated. We would
recommend him to anyone! We always have great service
with All Pest! Keep up the good work and customer
service!

Thank you All Pests for taking caring of my home and
local business. I never have to worry about the seasonal
creepy crawlers because you are always on top of it with
the highest quality and best interest of my family and
business! Denny has been the greatest technician. The
family loves the little notes he leaves on the door. Highly
recommend!

Jana Duke

Shelby Lujan

6 reviews

6 reviews

Highly recommend this business! Great service,from when
their company representative answered the phone all the
way to coming to the house! Very professional and took
time to explain the answers to questions I had asked. I had
tried several times treating my home with general
pesticides and had little luck!! Called All Pest Solutions
and boom problems solved! And icing on the cake was the
competitive price! I deﬁnitely got my money's worth!
Thanks yall! Also enjoyed supporting a family owned
business with fantastic integrity ,character and Morales!

You absolutely won’t regret it! Sam delivers top notch
service to our home and is basically now our friend. He
knows what he’s doing, isn’t going to beat around the bush
or try and sell you something you don’t need, and goes
above and beyond. We didn’t know what we were getting
into when we moved here but we’re thankful for All Pest
Solutions!

Bonnie Black
4 reviews

Matthew Soto
12 reviews
After several pest companies not providing great customer
service, I have to say that All Pest Solutions is the best.
very knowledgeable and takes time to explain their
services they provide. Always goes the extra step to make
sure we are taken care of. Highly recommend them.

How refreshing to work with a company that truly values
their customers. I highly recommend them. Sam is a
delight and truly knows his stuff. The owner even called to
be sure everything was handled properly. I am delighted
with their service. Thank you for all that you do.

Scott Strahan
Julie S

1 review

10 reviews
I was remodeling my home and discovered some
unwanted termites! Called All Pest Solutions and they took
care of me the same day so that my construction guys
could get on with their work. Wendell was awesome as
worked with my needs and the extremely sweet lady that
answered my phone call was eﬃcient and called me back
just like she said she would. Highly recommend!

Great Pest Control Company!
They call in advance to let you know they're coming - show
up on time and do a great job. Answer any and all
questions. Great Service at affordable prices. If you're
shopping for pest control services, do yourself a favor and
contact All Pest Solutions.....

Greg Scott (Great Scott Sites)
Local Guide · 14 reviews

Christi Childree
2 reviews

Just like the tagline says, I had Pests, so I called the Best!
I had termites AND squirrels! Wendell came out to inspect
the house for termites and Jacob came out for the critters.
Both were very thorough in their inspection and explaining
what exactly my problems were and the solutions to ﬁx
them. They came out at separate times to treat for
termites and ﬁx the roof eaves where squirrels were
getting in. They painted the sheet metal to match the
house - looks great!
It's been two months and haven't heard a peep in my attic
OR seen any termite dirt piles, so I'd say we're all good!
Thanks All Pest Solutions!

All Pest has the best customer service around! Billy my
service tech has gone over and above meeting my
expectations and giving the best customer service. He
shows he really cares about the customers needs. I have
recommend all my family to All Pest and they have had
great service as well.

Peggy Brannon
7 reviews
We have been using All Pest Solutions since 2007 and
trust them completely. Their technician Daryl does a great
job and is always eﬃcient and polite. I highly recommend
this company.

+19724421169

2025 E Stone Rd, Wylie, TX 75098

customerservice@allpestsolutions.com

